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This regular paper produced by SPICe sets out developments in the UK’s negotiations to leave
the European Union, the process for which has now formally begun following the Prime
Minister’s triggering of Article 50 on 29 March.
The updates will provide information on the UK Government’s approach to leaving the EU
including the domestic legislation necessary to ensure a smooth transition in terms of the UK
statute book, along with details of the Scottish Government and the other Devolved
Administrations positions. The updates will also provide information on developments within
the EU with regard to the UK’s departure. Finally the update will provide information on the key
issues likely to be at play during the negotiations and in developing the UK’s future relationship
with the European Union.
As was clear during the referendum campaign and since the decision to leave the EU was
taken, there is an abundance of information and analysis available, and this SPICe paper will
try to cover the key issues by drawing on that information and analysis.
This week’s update focusses on development in relation to the European Union (Withdrawal)
Bill including publication of the Scottish and Welsh Governments proposed amendments to the
Bill.
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As reported in last week’s update, the fourth round of Article 50 negotiations which
were meant to take place this week in Brussels have been delayed to next week.
The reason given for the delay was to allow for discussions between senior officials “in
recognition that more time for consultation would give negotiators the flexibility to make
progress in the September round".
It has also been confirmed that the Prime Minister will give a speech in Florence on
Friday 22 September where it is expected she is likely to set out developments in the
UK Government’s current negotiating position in the hope that progress can be made
on the key Article 50 negotiating priorities of citizens’ rights, the financial settlement and
the island of Ireland at the fourth round of negotiations next week.
Ahead of the negotiations, Fabian Zuleeg, Chief Executive of the European Policy
Centre has written about how the apparent current stalemate in the negotiations can be
overcome. Fabian Zuleeg suggests that the UK Government has now recognised the
value of the single market and has determined a transitional deal is necessary whilst
also recognising that the phasing of negotiations where progress must be made on
withdrawal before talks on the future relationship can take place. Despite this, it is
suggested that the negotiations are at a stalemate and Fabian Zuleeg suggests three
steps the EU could take, to try and make progress in the negotiations:
1. To ease the negotiations, the EU should help the UK by fully defining the
different scenarios and options. The UK, because of its internal divisions, is no
longer able to come up with coherent positions.
2. To protect itself from a potential blame game, the EU should keep the moral high
ground. The most effective way is to make a grand gesture: to unilaterally
guarantee the rights of UK citizens currently residing in the EU.
3. Finally, the EU must seriously prepare for the no deal scenario. There must be
contingency planning to minimise the impact on the EU27 if the UK chooses to
throw itself over the cliff edge.

On 19 September, the Scottish Government’s Minister for UK Negotiations on
Scotland’s Place in Europe, Michael Russell wrote to the Convener of the Finance and
Constitution Committee outlining which powers would be affected by the current drafting
of clause 11 of the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill. The Minister wrote:
“The restrictions in clause 11 of the Bill apply to many areas of Scottish devolved
responsibility vital to the success of our country, such as agriculture, the
environment, fisheries, forestry, research, or justice co-operation. The restrictions
have the effect that the Scottish Parliament would have no say over what is done
with these important policy areas after EU withdrawal.”
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The Minister included with the letter, a list of the 111 areas that the UK Government has
identified where EU competences intersect with devolution and which would as a result
be affected by the Bill as currently worded.
The Minister told the Convener of the Finance and Constitution Committee that the
Scottish Government believes the powers and responsibilities outlined in the list should
return to the Scottish Parliament in the event the UK leaves the EU:
“The Scottish Government is clear that any policy areas within devolved
competence, carried out at EU level, should return to the Scottish Parliament in the
event the UK leaves the EU. Given the way the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill is
drafted, the extent of the list presented to the Scottish Government illustrates the
scale of potential UK Government control over devolved policy areas.”
The full list of 111 powers is reproduced below for information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Agricultural Support
Agriculture - Fertiliser Regulations
Agriculture - GMO Marketing & Cultivation
Agriculture - Organic Farming
Agriculture - Zootech
Animal Health and Traceability
Animal Welfare
Aviation Noise Management at Airports
Blood Safety and Quality
Carbon Capture & Storage
Chemicals regulation (including pesticides)
Civil judicial co-operation - jurisdiction and recognition & enforcement of
judgments in civil & commercial matters (including B1 rules and related EU
conventions)
Civil judicial co-operation - jurisdiction and recognition & enforcement of
judgments instruments in family law (including BIIa, Maintenance and civil
protection orders)
Civil judicial cooperation on service of documents and taking of evidence
Criminal offences minimum standards measures - Combating Child Sexual
Exploitation Directive
Control of major accident hazards
Cross border mediation
Data sharing - (EU fingerprint database (EuroDac)
Data sharing - European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS)
Data sharing - False and Authentic Documents Online (FADO)
Data sharing - passenger name records
Data sharing - Prüm framework
Data sharing - Schengen Information System (SIS II)
Efficiency in energy use
Elements of Reciprocal Healthcare
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Elements of the Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive
Elements of Tobacco Regulation
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive
Environmental law concerning energy planning consents
Environmental law concerning offshore oil & gas installations within territorial
waters
Environmental quality - Air Quality
Environmental quality - Chemicals
Environmental quality - Flood Risk Management
Environmental quality - International timber trade (EUTR and FLEGT)
Environmental quality - Marine environment
Environmental quality - Natural Environment and Biodiversity
Environmental quality - Ozone depleting substances and F-gases
Environmental quality - Pesticides
Environmental quality - Spatial Data Infrastructure Standards
Environmental quality - Waste Packaging & Product Regulations
Environmental quality - Waste Producer Responsibility Regulations
Environmental quality - Water Quality
Environmental quality - Water Resources
Environmental quality - Biodiversity - access and benefit sharing of genetic
resources
Equal Treatment Legislation
EU agencies - EU-LISA
EU agencies - Eurojust
EU agencies - Europol
EU Social Security Coordination
Fisheries Management & Support
Food and Feed Law
Food Compositional Standards
Food Geographical Indications (Protected Food Names)
Food Labelling
Forestry (domestic)
Free movement of healthcare (the right for EEA citizens to have their elective
procedure in another member state)
Genetically modified micro-organisms contained use
Good laboratory practice
Harbours
Hazardous Substances Planning
Heat metering and billing information
High Efficiency Cogeneration
Implementation of EU Emissions Trading System
Ionising radiation
Land use
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67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
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Late payment (commercial transactions)
Legal aid in cross-border cases
Migrant Access to benefits
Minimum standards -housing & care: regulation of the use of animals
Minimum standards legislation - child sexual exploitation
Minimum standards legislation - cybercrime
Minimum standards legislation - football disorder
Minimum standards legislation - human trafficking
Mutual recognition of professional qualifications
Mutual recognition of criminal court judgments measures & cross border
cooperation - European Protection Order, Prisoner Transfer Framework
Directive, European Supervision Directive, Compensation to Crime Victims
Directive
77. Nutrition health claims, composition and labelling
78. Onshore hydrocarbons licensing
79. Organs
80. Plant Health, Seeds and Propagating Material
81. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - Asset Recovery Offices
82. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - European Investigation Order
83. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - Joint Action on Organised Crime
84. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - Joint investigation teams
85. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - mutual legal assistance
86. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - mutual recognition of asset freezing
orders
87. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - mutual recognition of confiscation
orders
88. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - Schengen Article 40
89. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - Swedish initiative
90. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - European judicial network
91. Practical cooperation in law enforcement - implementation of European Arrest
Warrant
92. Procedural rights (criminal cases) - minimum standards measures
93. Provision of legal services
94. Provision in the 1995 Data Protection Directive (soon to be replaced by the
General
95. Data Protection Regulation) that allows for more than one supervisory
authority in each member state
96. Public sector procurement
97. Public health (serious cross-border threats to health)
98. Radioactive Source Notifications – Trans-frontier shipments
99. Radioactive waste treatment and disposal
100. Rail franchising rules
101. Rail markets and operator licensing
102. Recognition of insolvency proceedings in EU Member States
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103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

Renewable Energy Directive
Rules on applicable law in civil & commercial cross border claims
Sentencing - taking convictions into account
State Aid
Statistics
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive
Tissues and cells
Uniform fast-track procedures for certain civil and commercial claims
(uncontested debts, small claims)
111. Victims rights measures (criminal cases)
112. Voting rights and candidacy rules for EU citizens in local government elections

On 19 September, the Scottish and Welsh Governments published a copy of the letter
the Scottish and Welsh First Ministers have sent to the Prime Minister in relation to the
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill along with a series of proposed amendments to the
Bill.
The letter to the Prime Minister said:
“We have been clear since the Bill was first introduced that our governments could
not recommend it as currently drafted to our legislatures for their consent. We have
now set out our reasons for that, in detail, in legislative consent memorandums laid
before each of the Scottish Parliament and the National Assembly for Wales. And, as
we have indicated, we have begun to consider the scope for preparing alternative
devolved legislation to provide for continuity of law on withdrawal from the EU. That
is not, however, our preferred option. We want a European Union (Withdrawal) Bill
that can be made to work with, not against, devolution. The current Bill will need to
be substantially amended for us to be able to recommend to our respective
legislatures that they give their consent to it.
Our Governments have therefore prepared a set of amendments which, if made,
would make the Bill one which we could consider recommending to the Scottish
Parliament and the National Assembly for Wales.”
Half of the 38 amendments aim to address four main concerns raised by the Scottish
and Welsh Governments:


possibility of modifications of the Scotland Act 1998 or the Government of Wales
Act 2006 by UK ministers using secondary legislation (amendments 1-3 to
clauses 7-9)



no requirement for the UK ministers to seek the consent of Scottish or Welsh
ministers (not the Scottish Parliament) if they intend making amendments to laws
in devolved areas (amendments 4-6 to clauses 7-9)
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amendments to the 1998 and 2006 Acts which would place restrictions on the
devolved administrations if they tried to modify retained EU law, even in
devolved areas (amendments 7 and 8 to clause 11 and Schedule 3)



restrictions placed on the powers of devolved ministers over devolved matters,
restrictions which would not be placed on UK ministers (amendments 9-19 to
Schedule 2).

The remaining amendments are consequential amendments to Schedules 2, 3 and 8,
which would be required if the other 19 amendments were approved.
The SPICe Briefing The European Union (Withdrawal) Bill: Implications for Scotland
discusses the clauses to which the amendments refer in more detail.
In response to the Scottish and Welsh First Ministers letter, the First Secretary Damian
Green issued the following response:
Damian Green MP said:
“The lists which the UK Government shared with the Scottish and Welsh
Governments several weeks ago contains 111 and 64 policy areas respectively that
are currently controlled by the EU which are now coming back to the UK. We want to
continue to work with the Scottish and Welsh Governments to make sure we are all
ready to take on these new responsibilities when we leave the EU.
“The important thing now is to work our way through these lists and find the areas
which we will need to maintain a common UK or GB approach, as well as those
areas where it will make sense to transfer powers direct to the devolved
governments. When it is better to devolve that is what we will do, as we have done
for the last 20 years.
“The Repeal Bill aims to maximise certainty for individuals and businesses as we
leave the EU. The UK Government stands ready to listen to those who offer
improvements to the Bill – but we will do nothing that risks undermining the benefits
of the UK.
“Cardiff, Edinburgh and Belfast will receive more decision making powers as a result
of this process. But the UK Government will not risk our internal UK market, or make
life more difficult or more expensive for UK companies, workers or consumers. We
all deserve the same broad EU rules now. Doing things four different ways – in
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland – will not be the best way if it adds
costs to companies and customers across the UK.
“I hope and expect that we can make progress in the talks that are planned for the
coming week.”
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Following publication of the list of 111 powers and the Scottish and Welsh
Government’s proposed amendments to the Withdrawal Bill; the Scottish Government’s
Minister for UK Negotiations on Scotland’s Place in Europe appeared before the
Scottish Parliament’s Finance and Constitution Committee.
During the evidence session, the Minister indicated that if the proposed amendments to
the Withdrawal Bill were accepted, the Scottish Government would be in a position to
recommend giving consent to the Withdrawal Bill.
The official report for the evidence session will be published by Wednesday 27
September and will be available on the Committee’s website.

Writing on the UK in a Changing Europe blog, Baroness Taylor of Bolton, Chairman of
the House of Lords Constitution Committee has set out the unique and profound
legislative challenge that the Bill presents. Referring to the interim report published by
the Committee, Baroness Taylor wrote:
“The Constitution Committee concluded that the Bill will need to be significantly
amended in order to address these uncertainties and concerns. The Committee is
not pro- or anti-Brexit; its primary function is to assess the constitutional implications
of legislation and to look at how it might function – not just under the present
Government, but governments in the future.”
Baroness Taylor set out the three conclusions from the report:
“Firstly, the breadth and scope of the powers delegated to ministers by the Bill are
deeply concerning. Given the time constraints involved, delegated legislation will be
needed to deal with the volume and complexity of the task, however, it is imperative
that such powers are clearly and meaningfully limited…
…Secondly, the capacity of the Bill to undermine legal certainty is considerable. It is
vital to our legal system that the law is clear and coherent. However, this Bill contains
multiple uncertainties and ambiguities which raise fundamental concerns from a rule
of law perspective. For example, as drafted, the legal status of “retained EU law” and
its relationship to domestic law is opaque and confusing, which is likely to give rise to
litigation. It is also unclear which elements of retained EU law the supremacy
principle will continue to apply to and how it will apply post-exit…
…Finally, the UK’s departure from the European Union will have profound
consequences for the devolution arrangements within the UK and there are concerns
about the stability of the UK’s territorial constitution post-Brexit. The devolved
institutions have raised concerns about the implications for the balance of power
within the Union as a result of some powers being returned to the UK Government;
and the Scottish and Welsh Governments have said they would not currently
recommend that their legislatures consent to the Bill. It is vital that all parties work
together to reach agreement on the Bill, as the political and constitutional
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consequences of proceeding without legislative consent from the devolved
legislatures would be significant and potentially damaging.”
On the Scottish Centre on European Relations blog, Mark Lazarowicz, an advocate and
the former MP for Edinburgh North and Leith between 2001 and 2015, has written
about Devolution after Brexit: ‘Power Grab’ or a ‘Significant Increase in Decisionmaking Power’?
Professor Mark Elliott, Professor of Public Law at the University of Cambridge has
developed a webpage containing resources (including links to official documents)
relating to the Withdrawal Bill.

Given the close working between the Scottish and Welsh Governments on the
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill, including the publication of their proposed
amendments, this week’s update includes a summary of the Welsh Government’s
recent publications on Brexit.
In January 2017, the Welsh Government launched a White Paper ‘Securing Wales’
Future’ that set out the main issues it believes are vital for Wales as the UK moves to
leave the EU:







The single market and international trade
Migration
Finance and Investment
Constitutional and Devolution issues
Social and environmental protections and values
Transitional arrangements.

The government also published a six page summary of its White Paper.
The Welsh Government has subsequently published two further documents on Brexit.
Brexit and Devolution was published in June 2017. The First Minister set out the
purpose of the document when he published it:
“This policy document builds on positions outlined initially in “Securing Wales’
Future”. We are clear that powers already devolved to Wales will remain devolved
after EU exit unless the UK government specifically legislates to change our
devolution settlement. Any such move would be wholly unacceptable. The people of
Wales have voted for our powers in 2 referendums (1997 and 2011) and this must be
respected by the UK government.
The Welsh Government readily accepts that, after we have departed the EU, there
may be a need to develop binding UK-wide policy frameworks, in some devolved
areas, in order to prevent friction within our own internal UK market. The right way to
do this will be through the UK government and devolved administrations sitting down
together to discuss and agree frameworks. The Welsh Government will be a willing
partner in such an approach. We will not, though, acquiesce in any attempt by the
UK Government arbitrarily to constrain powers already devolved.
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We further believe that leaving the EU creates the need for a new dynamic among
the 4 governments within the UK. It seems clear that there is much we should do
together if we are to move forward coherently in our new circumstances. In our view,
this 4-way collaboration could, and should, be a positive development. It is equally
clear that the existing inter-governmental machinery within the UK is not fit-forpurpose in the circumstances. We propose, and describe in outline, the
establishment of a UK Council of Ministers as a way of developing a common future
agenda rooted in democratic principles. The aim is to respect all, and threaten none.
In this context, the policy document is intended as a constructive contribution to the
discussions that are needed to develop a strengthened constitutional framework
within the UK, which has devolution at its heart.”
In September 2017, the Welsh Government published Brexit and Fair Movement of
People. This policy paper sets out “a position which, by linking migration to the UK
more closely to employment, would both enable the UK to convince EU negotiators to
agree to continued full and unfettered access to the Single Market after Brexit and
ensure that Welsh employers would continue to access the skills they need”. According
to the Welsh Government, this approach would:
“enable people from EU countries, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland
to continue to come to the UK to work if they have a prior job offer, or to seek
employment if they have a real prospect of finding a job quickly.”
On 12 September 2017, in partnership with the Scottish Government, the Welsh First
Minister announced that his Government does not accept the European Union
(Withdrawal) Bill in its current form and as a result would not recommend giving consent
to the Bill.
In publishing the Welsh Government’s Legislative Consent Memorandum, which
recommends the refusal of consent at this stage, the First Minister said:
“The EU (Withdrawal) Bill, as it currently stands, would allow the UK government
to hijack powers which should come to Wales post-Brexit.
Our position is clear and unequivocal; we do not accept the bill in its current form
and recommend that the Assembly does not grant its consent.
This is not about stopping Brexit. This is about protecting the interests of the
people of Wales. We simply cannot back any law which would see Wales lose
influence over areas that are rightfully ours to control.
We are ready and willing to work constructively with the UK government to reach
agreement on the bill. But, if they continue to plough on regardless, they will spark
a constitutional crisis, which they do not need and we do not want.
I urge David Davis and his colleagues in Whitehall to seriously consider our
proposals and amend the bill so we can get on with the most important job in
hand; securing the best possible Brexit deal for the whole of the UK.”
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On 18 September, the UK Government published its latest future partnership paper.
The series of partnership and position papers have been published by the UK
Government to inform the Brexit negotiations.
The latest partnership paper on Security, law enforcement and criminal justice
discusses options for maintaining internal security collaboration in the future partnership
between the EU and the UK whilst acknowledging:
“The basis on which the UK cooperates at the EU level will evidently be altered by
the UK’s withdrawal, raising the question of how we should shape that partnership
in the future.”
The news release announcing publication of the partnership paper states:
“Britain will look to agree a comprehensive new security, law enforcement and
criminal justice partnership with the EU after Brexit, to fight our shared threats
from terrorism and organised crime.”
The paper calls for a comprehensive model for cooperation between the UK and EU on
security, law enforcement and criminal justice – reflecting that Britain’s operational
processes and data sharing systems are already uniquely aligned with the EU.
The three core objectives identified in the partnership paper for these new
arrangements are:
1. Protecting the safety and security of our citizens and upholding justice in the UK
and across the EU;
2. Maintaining the closest and most cooperative partnerships between Britain and
the 27 EU member states; and
3. Continuing to cooperate on the basis of our shared democratic values and
respect for the rule of law.

